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It is known that in loop quantum cosmology the universe avoids the singularity by a bounce
when the matter density approaches the critical density ρc (the order of Planck density). In the
framework of the effective Hamiltonian incorporating the inverse volume modifications both in the
gravitational and matter part, we find that two modifications play different roles for the effective
dynamics (the modified Friedmann equation). In the case ag∗ > abounce, abounce denotes the bounce
scale and the scale ag∗ marked the different region below which the modification in the gravitational
part become notable, the modification in the gravitational part decrease the matter density at the
bounce point such that ρbounce < ρc. For the case am∗ > abounce (the role of am∗ is same as ag∗), the
modification in the matter part helps the matter density to approach the critical density ρc quickly.
Furthermore, based on the physical reason it is suitable to neglect the inverse volume modification
in the gravitational part.
PACS numbers: 04.60.Pp, 98.80.Qc, 04.60.Kz
I. INTRODUCTION
In cosmology, an open issue is the singularity problem which is expected to be solved by quantum gravity. Loop quan-
tum cosmology (LQC) is a ramification of loop quantum gravity (LQG)[1] and deals with the objects in cosmology[2, 3].
It inherits the nonperturbative and background independent feature of LQG, and its spatial geometry is also discrete
as in LQG. The evolution of the universe in LQC is governed by the difference equation which can go through the
singularity nonsingularly[4].
In LQC, the dynamical law is expressed by the quantum Hamiltonian constraint. The constraint annihilates the
physical state and gives out the difference equation. The classical Hamiltonian constraint consists of the basic variables,
i.e., the SU(2) valued holonomies and the densitized triads. Conventionally, on quantization of the Hamiltonian
constraint, the SU(2) valued holonomies in the gravitational part traces over the J = 1/2 fundamental representation,
while in the matter part the SU(2) representation can be freely specified to define the inverse volume resulting in the
quantization ambiguity known as inverse scale factor modification. Based on such quantum Hamiltonian constraint,
the effective dynamics can be obtained by some approximation, and by use of it one can investigate some phenomena
in the semiclassical region where the spacetime recovers the continuum and the difference equation is replaced by
the differential equation[5, 6]. Some results, such as a natural inflation from quantum geometry[7], avoidance of a
big crunch in closed cosmology[8], appearance of a cyclic universe[9] and a mass threshold of black hole[10], etc, are
interesting and remarkable.
As shown in[11], the quantization ambiguity also can appear in the gravitational part. Using arbitrary J represen-
tation for the holonomies, the Hamiltonian constraint operator is constructed in[11]. It shows that in the semiclassical
region the gravitational Hamiltonian get modification similarly with the inverse volume modification in the matter
part. This is because that, in the classical Hamiltonian constraint both the gravitational part and matter part contain
inverse volume terms, and for quantization promoting the inverse volume into Poisson bracket between the volume
and the holonomies leads to the same quantization ambiguity[12]. Therefore, the inverse volume modifications must
be included both in the gravitational part and matter part.
Recently, the semiclassical state is constructed in[13, 14], and most important result is that in the high energy
density regime the expanding universe bounces into a contracting branch so that the singularity could be avoided
by evolving the semiclassical state backwards. An effective Hamiltonian constraint incorporating into the discrete
quantum geometry can well describe the evolution of the semiclassical state[14, 15]. This constraint predicts a
quadratic density correction in the modified Friedmann equation for the Hubble rate H = a˙/a, H2 ∝ ρ(1 − ρ/ρc).
The modified Friedmann equation implies a bounce when the matter density approaches the critical density ρc (ρc is
about 0.82 times the Planck density). Using the modified Friedmann equation some interesting results are obtained: a
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2bounce can happen avoiding of the singularity when the energy density approaches the critical value ρc[16]; the scaling
solutions of the modified Friedmann equation have dual relationship with those in Randall-Sundrum cosmology[17]; the
future singularity can be avoided by the modified Friedmann equation[18]. However, in these works the quantization
ambiguity is neglected both in the gravitational part and the matter part, and for the gravitational part the holonomies
are valued only limited on the J = 1/2 fundamental representation. So, in the sense of this the effect of the inverse
volume modifications to the effective dynamics are still unclear. Some further questions still need to answer: What
is the effect of the inverse volume modification in the gravitational part for the effective dynamics? Is a large J
representation permitted? Is it suitable to neglect the inverse volume modification in the gravitational part? What
is the effect of the inverse volume modification in the matter part to the effective dynamics? We will try to deal with
these questions in the framework of the effective Hamiltonian based on phenomenal reason.
In [14] the improved Hamiltonian constraint operator is introduced which better exploits the minimal area gap to
realize the physical idea. In this work, we take the similar procedure as in[11] to reconstruct the improved Hamiltonian
constraint operator using arbitrary J representation and analyze the effect of the inverse volume modification both
in the gravitational part and matter part for the effective dynamics in the semiclassical region. We find that the
quantization ambiguity parameter J for the gravitational part should not be too large such that ag∗ ≫ abounce, this
will lead to the unreasonable result that the quantum effect is notable in the low energy density region. What is more,
we also find that the inverse volume modification in the matter part helps the energy density of the matter field to
attain quickly the critical density ρc such that the bounce happens faster than the matter field neglected the inverse
volume modification.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec.II, we introduce the effective dynamics incorporating into the inverse
volume modifications and discuss the meaning of the modification in the gravitational part. Then in Sec.III, comparing
with the modified Friedmann equation without the inverse volume modification, the role of the modification in the
matter part are discussed. Finally, the last Sec.IV is the discussion and conclusion.
II. EFFECTIVE DYNAMICS INCORPORATING THE MODIFICATION IN THE GRAVITATIONAL
HAMILTONIAN
A. Loop quantum cosmology and the effective Hamiltonian
LQC is a canonical quantization of cosmology model taking the procedures as in the full theory. Imposing on the
homogeneous and isotropic symmetry in LQC, the reduced classical phase space consists of the conjugate connection
c and triad p, between which the Poisson bracket satisfies {c, p} = 13γκ, where κ = 8πG (G is the gravitational
constant), and γ is the dimensionless Barbero-Immirzi parameter whose value is γ ≈ 0.2375 set by the black hole
entropy calculation. For the flat model, the relation between the variables in the phase space and the metric expression
in the FRW cosmology are
c = γa˙, |p| = a2, (1)
where a is the FRW scale factor, and the absolute value denotes the two orientations of the triad. We only take the
positive orientation and tackle the flat model. In terms of the variables of the connection and the triad, the classical
Hamiltonian constraint is given by[3]




|p|c2 +HM . (2)
For the quantization in LQC, because there is no operator corresponding to the connection c, the elementary
variables are the triad p and the holonomies hi(µ) of the connection c along an edge defined as hi(µ) = e
µcτi , where µ
is the length of the ith edge, and τi is a basis in the Lie algebra su(2) satisfying [τi, τj ] =εijkτ
k. For the fundamental
J = 1/2 representation, hi(µ) = cos (µc/2) + 2 sin (µc/2) τi, where 2iτi = σi (σi are the Pauli matrices). As in LQG,
the holonomies and triads have well defined operators such that the Hamiltonian constraint must be reformulated
by the holonomies and the triad for quantization. The classical Hamiltonian constraint given by Eq. (2) can not be
quantized directly because of containing c2 term. One can return to the Hamiltonian constraint in the full theory.
The Hamiltonian constraint is made of the gravitational and matter part, H = HG +HM . The gravitational part of
the Hamiltonian constraint in the full theory can be written as[3]















3where F kab is the curvature component of the connection. The strategies for quantization are: first, to reformulate
the Hamiltonian constraint by the elementary variables, i.e., the holonomies and triads, and then, to promote these





the inverse volume gives out the term sgn(p)
√
|p|, and the inverse volume is promoted to the commutator of the
holonomy and volume resulting in the quantization ambiguity which is marked by the arbitrary J representation. On




|q| leads to the inverse volume modification to the gravitational part. For the
















































where ℓ2p = G~ (~ is the reduced Planck constant) and the volume operator Vˆ = pˆ
3/2. These holonomies are valued
along the edges of the square loop whose area is fixed by the minimal eigenvalue of area operator in LQG. The physical
length of such an edge is µ¯ |p|1/2, therefore the square area is µ¯2p = αℓ2p where α is order one. The square area fixed
by the minimal area of LQG inherits the discrete feature of quantum geometry. We shall see that this incorporating
essentially captures the effect of quantum geometry making the effective dynamics very different from the classical
one in the high energy regime. As for the arbitrary J representation, the gravitational Hamiltonian operator can be
constructed as done in [11]. One only replaces the fixed parameter µ0 with µ¯. As shown in [14], replacing µ0 with µ¯
is a key step to realize the improved Hamiltonian constraint. In the semiclassical region, the quantization ambiguity
denoted by the J representation predicts the inverse volume modification for the effective Hamiltonian given by the
below.
It shows that the quantum evolution determined by the quantum Hamiltonian constraint can evolve through the
big bang point nonsingularly[14]. By evolving the semiclassical states backwards, using the quantum Hamiltonian
constraint it indicates that the big bang is replaced by a bounce when the matter density approaches the critical value
ρc. This feature can be well described by the effective Hamiltonian constraint in the region which is above the Planck
scale and where spacetime recovers the continuum. The effective Hamiltonian is given by[6, 13, 14, 17]
Heff = − 3
κγ2µ¯2
SJ (p) sin
2 (µ¯c) +HM , (5)
where SJ (p) encodes the inverse volume modification in the gravitation part which is given in[11]. In the semiclassical
region, one can assume that J is small, then SJ (p) ≈ √p and the effective Hamiltonian becomes
Heff = − 3
κγ2µ¯2
√
p sin2 (µ¯c) +HM . (6)
Here, the effective Hamiltonian receives no contribution from the inverse volume modification in the gravitational










known as the modified Friedmann equation, where H is the Hubble parameter. Based on the effective equation (7)
some interesting issues are discussed. Next, we will investigate the large J modification to the effective dynamics.
B. The effective dynamics incorporating the modification in the gravitational part
The matter field HM also receives the inverse volume modification in the matter part, one can define the matter
density and pressure, respectively, as[19]
ρ = p−
3








We will discuss the role of quantization ambiguity in the matter part at the next section.
4For large J the inverse volume modification in the gravitational part behaves like that in the matter part and also



































pJ) marked the modification region, below which (i.e., q < 1) the modification is
great, and above which the modification can be neglected because of S (q) ≈ 1. In the small volume, i.e., q ≪ 1,






Using the effective Hamiltonian given by the Eq. (5), one can get the Hamiltonian equation













sin (µ¯c) cos (µ¯c) . (12)
Here, we use the relation p = a2 in the flat model. Squaring the above equation and substituting the Hamiltonian
constraint Heff ≈ 0 into it, we get the modified Friedmann equation incorporating the modification from inverse

































Here, it clearly shows that at the small volume (q < 1 ⇐⇒ a < ag∗) the inverse volume modification can change
the effective dynamics dramatically especially for the region a ≪ ag∗. For the region a > ag∗, the function S (q)
is approximated to be equal to one. This implies that for the effective dynamics given by the Eq. (14) the inverse
volume modification should be neglected in the region a > ag∗.
As discussed in[16], we can analyze the turn-around of the modified Friedmann Eq. (14). A turn-around can occur




π or µ¯c = nπ for any integers m and n which determined by a˙ = 0. But we only




π for the reason that µ¯c = nπ making the matter
density ρ = 0. The case of energy density vanishes is not a quantum feature of LQC, but needs the classical matter
field to satisfy some form, i.e., a scalar field with a negative potential or a phantom field[16]. A quantum turn-around
may be either a bounce or recollapse depending on the sign of p¨ |p˙=0 . Using the Hamiltonian equation, one can get




































where the second line uses the definition of the pressure P . For a constant state parameter equation, i.e., P = ωρ,
the Eq. (15) can be written as

















1 + p ddp lnSJ (p)
)
→ 1; for
a ≪ ag∗ the term 23
(
1 + p ddp lnSJ (p)
)
→ 43 . So we can safely say that just as the bounce condition given in[16]
a bounce can happen if ω > −1. The recollapse case needs ω < −1, which violates the null energy condition and
implies an expanding universe with increasing energy density. So, the recollapse makes the energy density to begin
to decrease avoiding a singularity. From the above discussion, we can conclude that the existence of a bounce is not
affected by the inverse volume modification in the gravitational part. Now we know that, for the effective dynamics
equation (14) when the matter density ρ = S (q) ρc, a bounce can happen.
In order to better know the effect of the inverse volume modification to the modified Friedmann, we should distin-
guish the two scales. The one is the bounce scale abounce, which is determined by the bounce condition ρ (a) = S (q) ρc;
And the other one is the inverse volume modification scale ag∗ =
√
8πγJµ¯
3 ℓP , whose magnitude depends on the rep-
resentation J . For the modified Friedmann equation, abounce is the minimal scale, and its explicit value is related
with the solution of the dynamical equation (14), but ag∗ is only determined by the representation J independent of








J1/3ℓP (µ¯ is replaced by the fixed area relation µ¯
2a2 = αℓ2P ).
We know that abounce is the minimal scale for the evolution of the universe. If the inverse volume modification scale
is below the bounce scale, i.e., ag∗ < abounce , for the modified Friedmann equation the inverse volume modification
can be neglected because of SJ (p) ≈ √p.
If ag∗ > abounce, the matter density at the bounce scale is ρbounce = S (q) ρc. The matter density at the bounce
scale get modification from the inverse volume. In general, at the region a < ag∗, the function S (q) < 1, so the inverse
volume modification decrease the matter density at the bounce point.
For ag∗ ≫ abounce, S (q) ≈ 65 aag∗ ≪ 1, such that ρbounce ≪ ρc. This means that at the low energy density for
the universe a bounce can happen avoiding of the singularity. Furthermore, the Friedmann equation gets quadratic
density modification at the low energy density region and leads to the result that the quantum effect is notable in the
region. On the physical ground, for the universe one expects that at the high energy density region approaching the
Planck energy density the quantum effect is notable, far below this region the classical Friedmann equation becomes
valid. This contradict is because we assume a large J value such that ag∗ ≫ abounce. So, based on the physical reason
the representation J should be not too large such that ag∗ ≫ abounce.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that a suitable value of J should make ag∗ < abounce or at most
ag∗ ∼ abounce, such that the Friedmann equation get the quantum modification (quadratic matter density correction)
when the matter density approaching the Planck matter density ρc. This indicates that the bounce occurs near or
above the scale ag∗, at this region S (q) ∼ 1. So, it is suitable to neglect the inverse volume modification in the
gravitational part for the evolution of the universe.
III. EFFECTIVE DYNAMICS INCORPORATING THE MODIFICATION IN THE MATTER PART
In this section, we will investigate the inverse volume modification in the matter part. The SU(2) representation
for the matter part is labeled by a half integer j which can be freely specified independent of the J representation in
the gravitational part. Now, we can neglect the inverse volume modification in the gravitational part, so the effective
Hamiltonian can be written as
Heff = − 3
κγ2µ¯2
a sin2 (µ¯c) +HM . (17)







3V (φ) , (18)
where pφ is the conjugate momentum for the scalar field φ, and dj (a) is the eigenvalue of inverse volume operator
which is given as




































4 − sgn (q − 1) |q − 1| 74
]}6
. (20)
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where the matter density ρloop =
HM
p3/2 gets the inverse volume modification, and the matter density at the bounce
scale is ρbounce = ρc.
Now, the conjugate momentum satisfies pφ = d
−1





2 + V (φ) . (22)















φ˙2 + V (φ) , (23)
where the first term is greatly amplified compared with the classical matter density ρcl =
1
2 φ˙
2 + V (φ).
The Eq. (23) indicates that at the small volume the inverse volume modification helps the matter density to
approach the critical value ρc much faster than the classical field neglecting the inverse volume modification, then a
bounce occurs. Here, the bounce scale abounc is determined by the condition ρloop (a) = ρc. If am∗ ≫ abounc, such a
small volume region always exists for the modified Friedmann equation (21).
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we mainly discuss the effect of the inverse volume modifications to the effective dynamics, which
implies a nonsingular bounce for the evolution of the universe when the matter density approaching a critical value.
The inverse volume modifications include the gravitational and matter part. The modification regions are marked
by the scale ag∗ and am∗ respectively for the gravitational and matter part, below them the modification is notable
and above them the modifications become weak. It shows that both of the modifications do not alter the effective
dynamics qualitatively. For the gravitational part the inverse volume modification decrease the matter density at the
bounce scale at the region abounce < a < ag∗. For the physical reason that the quantum effect is notable at the high
energy density region, this needs that the bounce scale abounce should be near or above the modification scale ag∗.
In such region the inverse volume modification in the gravitational part can be neglected. So, it is suitable to omit
the effect of large J representation in the gravitational part. This implies that a small J or the fundamental 1/2
representation is more natural and favored by the Hamiltonian constraint operator. For the matter part, the matter
density get modification from the inverse volume operator (i.e., inverse volume modification in the matter part). At
the small volume abounce < a≪ am∗, the matter density ρloop is greatly amplified, and the critical density ρc can be
attained very quickly leading to a bounce by evolving the effective dynamics backwards.
As for the SU(2) representations for the gravitational and matter part respectively labeled by J and j, one simple
choice as in[11] is to take J = j. If this is true, based on the analysis in this paper the inverse volume modifications both
in the gravitational and matter part should be neglected. In this paper we take the usual way, they are independent
each other. For the matter part whether the inverse volume modification should be omitted is related with the explicit
value of j. The inverse volume modification in the matter part can leave imprint on the CMB spectrum indirectly[20]
So, it is expected the value of j should be determined by observations. However, whatever j is large or small, for the
effective dynamics (the modified Friedmann equation) neglecting the inverse volume modification, it is expected not
to alter the physical result.
In this paper we analyze the contribution of the inverse volume modifications to the effective dynamics. It shows
that the two modifications play different roles for the effective dynamics, but neglecting the modifications can not
change the physical result qualitatively.
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